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INAUGURAL PROGESSI ON 400 STRONG
EDUCATORS TRUSTEES CLERGY TO MARCH
For over a year a committee of men representing the
Board of Trustees looked for a man a man who would be able
to fill the presidency of a mans school Kenyon College One
famous educator has recently referred to this college as the
opportunity of the mid- west In Gordon Keith Chalmers the
committee and the Trustees found for what they searched lie
was a young man he was an educator and above all he was a
man that would command respect from men
That man Gordon Keith Chal
A
SCENE IS SET
FOR INAUGURAL
OF DR CHALMERS
Day Packed Full Of Events
By Quests Students
And Faculty
The bare prospectus of the ar-
rangements for the inauguration of
Dr Gordon Keith Chalmers to the
Presidency of Kenyon College
which was first formulated last
summer by a committee consisting
of Dean Gould as Chairman Dr
Burner and Dr Cahall is now a
vivid reality The scene is set for
the first Presidential inauguration
in Kenyon College in forty- two
years
The program begins today with
a shortened service in the Church
of the Holy Spirit at which an aug-
mented choir which has been prac-
ticing for several weeks will lead
the singing The academic proces-
sion which leads directly into the
official inauguration services in
tRos- se Hall follows immediately
after the church service The main
problem of this ceremony with
which the committee has been
wrestling for the past few weeks
has been to provide places for all
the guests alumni and students
who wished to witness the inaugur-
ation and hear Dr Frank Aydelotte
President of Swarthmore College
give his address At the present
time there is sufficient room for
all guests and alumni and about
one hundred or more students The
remainder of the students wishing
to attend the inauguration services
will be provided for if it is deem-
ed possible to erect bleachers in-
side of Rosse Hall
The afternoon and evening are
well filled with a lecture and with
exhibitions for the visitors After
the luncheon given at 130 in the
Continued on Page 3
mers- will be inaugurated as the
sixteenth president of Kenyon Col-
lege today He took over the duties
of his office last July but until now
he hasnt had time to be inaugu-
rated Before coming to Kenyon
Dr Chalmers was President of
Rockford College Illinois He had
only been at Rockford two years
when the Presidency of Kenyon
was offered him
The inauguration of Dr Chal-
mers will be a brilliant event in
the one hundred and thirteenth
year of Kenyons history The aca-
demic procession which will open
the inauguration ceremonies will
begin at the gates of the College
Park and march down the Middle
Path to Rosse Hall In the first
group will be Dr Chalmers the Rt
Rev Henry Wise Hobson Bishop
of Southern Ohio the Rt Rev
Warren Lincoln Rogers Bishop of
Ohio Dr Frank Aydelotte Presi-
dent of Swarthmore College and
Dr William F G Swann Director
of the Bartol Research Foundation
The second group in the proces-
sion will be made up of members
of the Board of Trustees Following
the Trustees will come the Kenyon
mm
ford University in 1928 and an M
A in 1934 He also holds an M A
and a Ph D from Harvard Uni-
versity both awarded in 1933 He
was instructor in English at Mt
Holyoke College from 1929 to 1933
and made assistant professor in
1933 Since 1934 he has been presi-
dent of Rockford College Rock-
ford Illinois and on July 1 1937
assumed his duties as president of
Kenyon College
Dr Chalmers is a member of the
Modern Language Association of
America the Oxford Society the
American Association of Universi-
ty Professors the American Asso-
ciation of Rhodes Scholars Phi
Delta Theta social fraternity Phi
Beta Kappa scholastic fraternity
Delta Sigmas Rho and Sphinx He
is author of articles on seventeenth
century thought and literature and
has also written many papers on
modern education
Bulletin
WGAR of Cleveland a mem-
ber of the Columbia Network
will broadcast the induction
services of the inauguration of
President Gordon Keith Chal-
mers from 1130 a m to 1200
m today
KENYON FLYERS
BOMBJUDGES
Boren And Ascher Aces In
Intra- CIubMeet
Gus Slips
Two teams made up from the
members of tlie flying club
competed for first crack at a
keg of beer Saturday after-
noon by trying for honors in
spot landings and bomb drop-
ping on Kenyons main turfing
ground better known as Port
Kenyon
Star man of the meet was Buzz
Boren who bustled down at the end
of the football game to win two
first places and a third to place
his team in the lead 14 to 13 points
Wedgy Ascher was high man for
his team with a first in spot land-
ing bolstered by a couple of sec-
ond places obtained by Jack Pat-
terson
The club had as guests of honor
and judges of the events Col Paul
Henderson former assistant post-
master general Major Reed Lan-
dis who inherited considerable
judging ability from his father
Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis
and Thomas R Huff aircraft man-
ufacturer and technical advisor to
the Department of Commerce
These men wise and experienced
Continued on Page 3
the students However after the
ordeal of the inauguration is past
Cromwell House will be opened
wide and all will be welcomed
Mrs Chalmers hinted at a vast
library a rare set of recordings
and a huge kitchen most suitable
for concocting rare- bits and other
choice delicacies so hard to find
away from home
A poetess of no little merit Mrs
Chalmers originally from Brook-
lyn N Y took a B A degree from
Mount Holyoke an M A from Rad-
cliffe and then a Lift D after a
two year course at Oxford where
she and our President became en-
Continued on Page 3
Dr Chalmers Kenyons sixteenth
president was born at Waukesha
Wisconsin February 7 1904 His
father William Everett Chalmers
D D was a graduate of Peddie
Brown and the University of Chi-
cago Pie was a Baptist minister
and for fifteen years directed and
developed religious education in
the churches of the Northern Bap
tist Convention He is the author
of two or three books on religious
education Dr Chalmers mother
was Mary Dunkled Maynard of Mil-
waukee Wisconsin
Although born in Wisconsin Dr
Chalmers spent his boyhood clays
in Philadelphia where his family
still lives He attended school at
Lansdowne and Peddie School
Highstown N J and received his
A B at Brown University in 1925
went to England as a Rhodes Scho-
lar and received an A B from Ox
Faculty the representatives of col-
leges and preparatory schools rep-
resentatives of learned societies
the Senior Class and the Choir In
all the procession will number ap-
proximately four hundred and
twenty- five
RAMA CAST
33 People Given Parts In
Yellow Jack For
Oct 27
NEW LADY OF CROMWELL PROVES TO
BE MOST GRACIOUS AND COMELY
EUROPE NOT HEAR
THE BRINK OF WAR
War will not come to Eu-
rope in the immediate future
personalities heading the gov-
ernments of Europe and po-
tential internal troubles that
might burst forth are greatly
modifying the trend of events
making the future unpredict-
able Such is the opinion of
William Hillman Chief of
Staff of Foreign Correspond-
ents for the Hearst Papers Mr
Hillman addressing a group in the
Lounge of the Commons a few
weeks ago explained his theory
concerning the importance of per-
sonalities in the worlds affairs
Hillman believes that too great
an emphasis is placed on the eco-
nomic factors in inter- national po-
licies and not enough on the tern-
peramenls of the Hitlers the Mus-
eolinis and the Edens He has
watched the movements of foreign
governments for the last twelve
years as a foreign correspondent
To him the fact that Hitler may be
troubled by a toothache or a sore
throat is of much greater import-
ance than students of history are
accustomed to admit Mussolinis
Continued on Page 3
Rehearsals for the drama
Yellow Jack are progress-
ing well according to a state-
ment made by Director John
V Black who is conducting
daily work- outs for the un-
usually large cast in the Little
Theatre cleverly arranged in
Nu Pi Kappa hall
The play to be presented next
Wednesday evening October 27
would attract many if only the
friends of the cast came it is so
large but the general excellence
of the vehicle itself added to the
novel departure in staging to be
used at Kenyon for the first time
are additional reasons for expect-
ing a record crowd
The cast as announced by Doc-
tor Black last night is as follows
Stackpole Lawrence
Official of the Kenya Colony
Voght
Continued on Page 3
Dejected Collectors
Of Rejection Slips
Have New Magazine
Collectors of rejection slips will
have an opportunity to see their
efforts in black and white with the
publication of a new magazine The
publication Talent is a news quar-
terly publishing the best previous-
ly rejected works of Americas
literary and artistic unknowns Its
editors have issued a call for short
stories articles poems photo-
graphs and art work The first
quarterly issue will be dated Win-
ter 1938 and will appear early in
January Disappointed writers at
Kenyon who have been unable to
sell their writings elsewhere may
find a new light in Talent 6 East
46 Street New York City
Until tonight we had no idea
just how lucky our President is Of
course we realize that fortune
smiled upon him when Mother Ken-
yon called but until we had a most
delightful half hour in Mrs Chal-
mers company Dr Chalmers
greatest fortune had not been
brought back to us
Mrs Chalmers was most gra-
cious in receiving us even though
we were obviously embarrassed as
this was our first glimpse of the
new Lady of Cromwell her charm
is radiant undeniable She ex-
pressed her sorrow that an illness
from which she is just recovering
had prevented her from meeting
THE COLLEGIAN
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Historv Professors HoldSpeakers At Inauguration Fall Meeting At KenyonHarvey Firestone
Presents Kenyon
With Two Ponies r Last week- end there was a good
deal of comment about the unusual
number of visitors on the Hill The
majority of the visitors were com-
posed of 51 members of the Ohio
Academy of History These fifty-
one men and women represented
16 colleges and universities in
Ohio and is the largest number
that have ever attended their in-
formal fall meeting
In previous years the Academy
has been getting together in the
4
Kenyon Netters
Play All Stars
From Cleveland
On Saturday afternoon October
23 the Kenyon racqneteers will
meet an all- star team of netmen
from Cleveland Outstanding on
Clevelands team are Johnny Dorr
last years Cleveland Slingles
Champion and Monty Ganger for-
mer University of Pittsburgh cap-
tain Also on the opponents squad
are Wally Smigel former Ohio
Conference singles and doubles
champion plus Ed Howard runn-
erup in City singles last year
Smigel and Dorr are former Na-
tional Inter- City Doubles Cham-
pions As usual there will be four
singles and two doubles matches
Don McNeill Morey Lewis George
Pryor and Gordon Reeder will play
singles for Kenyon Lewis and Mc-
Neill and Pryor and Reeder will
then team up for the doubles
The visiting delegates to the In-
auguration should see a great
match as this team has in the past
furnished Kenyon with the best op-
position of any team in Ohio
fall at Mitiwanga on the shores of
1ike Erie This year the Kenyon
history department extended an in
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iiiiy i hat lli hist itiil s- cond
l- alni ha able 10 practice
full s n- iiLili willi on or molt po-
nies in i h 1 v
While Whoopee is llic huskier
of ill two Zephyr claims the hon-
or of being tin son of the famous
world champion runner Zephyr
It is interest ing to know that the
stud fee alone amounted to 1000
Only recnlly Mr Firestone was of-
fered a considerable sum for the
pony while performing on the polo
field Jioth ponies will be seen in
action at a polo exhibition which
will be given Saturday afternoon at
430 on the polo field The two pe-
riod siimi will he proceeded by a
riding exhibition sjimilar to the
vitation to have the meeting here
The credit for bringing the group
here is due to Dean Gould who also
made all the necessary arrange
ments
Since the purpose of this meet
in was purely social there were no
business meetings but there was a
FHAM fliSELOTTE W F Q SrSHNM
great deal accomplished in infor
mal groups In these groups the
treatment of subjects was comLARYYILL AND ROACH
REPRESENT KENYON pared the different stages of the
honors system as adopted by their
institutions was discussed and the
conduct of international relations
NOTICE
Delta Tau Delta Abolished Hell-
Week at their last Meetingclubs was treated Their social ac-
tivities consisted of swimming par-
ties tennis walks and attending
Over one hundred and fifty of
Americas foremost educators rep-
resenting the nations leading col-
leges and universities will honor
William Rainey Harper educa-
tional pioneer and first president of
Chicago university by attending
the William Rainey Harper Memor
one given last commencement
On November 27 Kenyon will
match its polo team in this sea-
sons opening gaiie against the
nationally known Culver trio at
Culver Ind
Kenyon will play Cornell at
Cleveland December 30 with a re-
turn game to be played on January
8 at Ithaca N Y Two double
headers have been booked with the
Cincinnati Cavalry team for Janu-
ary and March Arrangements are
being made for games to be played
in Detroit Pittsburgh and Chicago
the football game with Bethany
One of the big events of the week-
end was folk dancing in Rosse
Hall under the direction of Profes-
sor Cole
Their purpose of having a pleas-
ant social gathering was fully
achieved and they have been in-
formally asked to return and it is
expected that a fall gathering at
Kenyon will be an annual affair
tion Dr Wilford M Aikin chair-
man Commission on the Relation
of School and College and Dr
George E Vincent former presi-
dent of the Rockefeller Founda-
tion who will be featured speak-
ers of the conference
Four main topics will be dis-
cussed both by speakers and with-
in the round- table or panel discus-
sions in which all attending will
take part The material which it
is hoped will accrue from these
discussions is of vital importance
to the future of the Liberal Arts
college and the part it will play in
connection with the university
plan
President Hutchins will direct
the topic The Relation of the Li-
beral Arts College to the Univer-
sity Dr Duggan The Respon-
sibility of the Liberal Arts College
in Developing International Good
Will and Understanding Dr Mc-
Cracken The Unique Function of
the Christian Liberal Arts College
in American Life and Dr Aikin
The Responsibility of the Liberal
Arts College in Giving Students
an Understanding of Democracy as
a Way of Life
A feature of the conference will
be the dedication of the birthplace
of William Rainey Harper a tiny
log cabin now a landmark on Mus-
kingums campus
Dr Robert N Montgomery pres-
ident of Muskingum college will
preside over the General Session
which will open the Conference on
Thursday morning of October 21
CAPTAIN EBERLEY
GIVES POLO TALK
A meeting of the Polo club was
held Monday October 18 at eight
oclock p m in Room 22 Ascension
Hall The meeting was open to ev-
eryone The speaker for this first
meeting was Capt Eberley who
explained the different phases of
amateur riding using about fifty
slides The slides illustrated every
step from mounting to jumping
ial Educational Conference being
held at Muskingum college on Oc-
tober 21- 22 in connection with that
schools centennial celebration
The two day conference named
in honor of Muskingums most il-
lustrious son will be significant as
it will provide group study by out-
standing thinkers and educators on
some of the problems most press-
ing to twentieth century institu-
tions of higher learning
Among the leaders in education
who will attend the William Rainey
Harper Educational Conference
will be two representatives of Ken-
yon college Dr Paul H Larwill
Ph D Professor of French and
German at Kenyon will be repre-
senting Kenyon college and the
Rev Prof Corwin C Roach B A
B D M A Ph D will be repre-
senting his alma mater Yale Uni-
versity
The local administrator will hear
Dr Robert M Hutchins president
of Chicago university Dr C C
McCracken Philadelphia General
Director Board of Christian Educa-
tion of the Presbyterian church
Dr Stephen Duggan Director of
Institute of International Educa
In a unique way the points of
the horse and the different steps in
riding from mounting to hurling
and climbing were explained by
Captain Eberley at a Polo Club
meeting held Monday night The
Captain used lantern slides to il-
lustrate his lecture While the ma-
jority of the slides showed what
a good horseman ought to do a
few pictured so- called riders in
awkward positions which made the
lecture not only instructive but also
amusing The large attendance
seems to point to the fact that the
number of students who appreciate
the opportunity of learning to Tide
properly and who desire to prepare
themselves for polo is steadily in-
creasing Among those present was
President Chalmers who is an en-
thusiastic horseman
MOVIE CALENDAR
Friday and Saturday Vine SheAsked For It and CharlieChan on Broadway
Memorial Two Fisted Sher-iffSaturday Midnight thru MondayVine Souls At Sea
Memorial Dr BullTuesday Vine Damagedfloods
Memorial Hideout In theAlps
Wednesday Vine DamagedGoods
Memorial Meet the BoyFriend on the screen ParkAvenue Revue on the stage
Kenyon Singers
Name Repertoire
The number of men in the Ken-
yon Singers this year is a surpris-
ingly large group in fact one of
the biggest in Kenyons history
The first draft of songs some
have been sung before and others
are being introduced for the first
time this year One of these new
songs introduced for the first time
this year One of these new songs
to note in particular is one by
Randall Thompson called Taran-
tella There are also some chorus-
es from the Mikado and several
folksongs
The men who are in the Singers
are listed below
Joseph Allen JrHarold Badger
Malcolm BakerLarry Bell
Richard Brouse
Robert Browne jr
Robert BrowningCharles CarsonGeorge ClarkeJohn Clemments jr
Theodore Cobbey jr
Morton Cook
Thomas CruttendenSam Curtis
Frank EurichKenneth Gass
Howard Graham
Bill Gram
Robert GreyGeorge GuinanGeorge GulickEric HawkeDavies HillTom HuffCharles JenkinsJack Jones
Mitchell Justice
Bud Listug
Frank Love IIMorris LovingCharles MayJohn Alexander Dunbar McKimGeorge McXary
John MoPherson jrJoe Millar
Donald MillerCharles MitchellRoger Morgan
James PattersonJoseph Peoples
Phil Porter jrCarol ProsserKenneth Ray
Norman Reed
Thomas Sawver jrTom Shaffer jkRichard Shepherd
Richard ShorkeyQuentin SmithWilliam SmithThomas ThackeryBrent TozzerJames TrainerWilliams WeeksJim Wende
Ted Worthington
Dr Weists right- hand man this
year is President Morton Cook who
has given much help in running
the club and planning the coming
schedule which will be in full
swing the second semester The
men who are competing for the
post of assistant manager and also
that of librarian are Phil Porter
Howard Graham and George
Gulick
WIDE USE OF COLLEGE
OUTLINES REVEALED
tor to
1000 a
1030 a
1100 a
PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Inauguration of President Chalmers
and
Annual Homecoming
Saturday October 23 1937
1015 a m Registration of Guests Peirce Hall
m Service in the Church of the Holy Spirit
m Academic Procession Campus
m The Inauguration Ceremonies Rosse Hall
Addresses by Frank Aydelotte B Litt Oxon LL D
D Litt D C L President of Swarthmore College
President Chalmers
m Luncheon for the Guests and Delegates Peirce Hall
m Afternoon Session
Address by William F G Swann D Sc Director of the
Bartol Research Foundation
m Polo Game and Exhibition of riding Polo Field
m Tennis Kenyon vs Cleveland Tennis and Racquet Club
m Tennis Kenyon vs Cleveland Tennis and Racket Club
m Inspection of the airport
130 p
300 p
College outlines those outlaw
study aids that were every profes-
sors pet peeevewhen first intro-
duced half a dozen years ago are
now socially accepted in the best
educational circles a survey made
by A W Littlefield of New York
City reveals
The survey shows that not only
are faculty members in increasing
numbers recommending college
outlines in their classes as a sup-
plementary aid to study but that
many colleges are adopting them
for class use
Mr Littlefield found that practic-
ally every college was using these
outlines to a greater or lesser de-
gree including such outstanding
institutions as Columbia Cornell
Dartmouth Harvard Johns Hop-
kins New York University North-
western Notre Dame Ohio State
Princeton Purdue Stanford Uni-
Continued on Page 6
430 p
430 p
430 p
430 p
500 to
715 p
S30 p
1000 a
1030 a
700 p m Reception and buffet dinner to all delegates and
other visitors Peirce Hall
m Fraternity singing down the Middle Path
m Swimming Exhibition Shaffer Pool
Sunday October 24 1937
m The faculty will form in Academic Procession
m Serivce in the Church of the Holy Spirit Sermon by
the Reverend Elmore McKee Rector of St Georges
Church New York
Dr Melvin G Rigg former pro-
fessor of Psychology at Kenyon
College is on the Hill today for the
inauguration ceremonies Dr Rigg
is representing the American Psy-
chology Association
THE COLLEGIAN Page Three
FLYERS BOMB JUDGES LADY OF CROMWELL INAUGURATIONHILLMAN ON WAR
BRITISH LECTURER
TO SPEAK HERE
Continued from Page 1
ego and Anthony Edens violent
temper and lack of tact could be
in a great part responsible for the
attitude of Italy toward England
It is generally known Hillman
pointed out that strong friendship
developed between Eden and Hitler
as a result of a conversation they
had concerning a battle in the
World War Eden and Hitler were
in battalions exactly opposite each
other A chat over a map of the
battle almost led to Edens agree-
ment that Germanys army shfllild
equal that of the French
The definite clash in the person-
alities of Mussolini and Hitler in
Hitmans opinion will certainly
prevent that which the world fears
most from the Berlin and Rome
visitations by the two dictators
Hitler and Mussolini in the past
have had no great love for each
other and Hillman told the group
that he believed even today they
hold each other in respectable
contempt Even though the two dic-
tators to the outer world seem on
the best of terms it is doubtful
that Italy would ever consent to
Germany taking over Austria Italy
definitely wants this nation as a
buffer- state
During an open- question period
Mr Hillman stated he thought if
Austria were to have a perfectly
free election that nation would go
Nazi However there is little
chance of such an election being
held since those in charge of the
government frustrate any such at-
tempt
When questioned on the function
of press bureaus in foreign coun-
tries Hillman said many are es-
tablished to keep the foreign cor-
respondents from getting the news
The bureau gives only the atmos-
phere and serves as an outlet for
formal communications
In addition to his position on
the Hearst papers Mr Hillman is
also General European Manager of
International News Service of Uni-
versal Service
Mr Hillman graduated from Co-
lumbia College in 17 in the War
Class He was in France for two
years and then returned to the
United States a little later he
crossed to Europe as a foreign cor-
respondent He speaks three for-
eign languages German French
and Italian Mr Hillman came to
the college as a guest of Mr Rob-
ert Weaver Kenyon alumnus who
has just returned from Europe
Internatl Relations Club
Plans Full Calendar
New Men Wanted
The International Relations club
plans an interesting calendar for
the coming year They will send
delegates to the Ohio Valley Re-
gional Conference which will be
held at the University of Toledo
November 12 and 13 and to the
spring conference at Lake Erie col-
lego An interesting event will be
the joint meeting of the Kenyon
and Lake Erie clubs None of the
arrangements are definite for the
joint meeting Perhaps the most
important event will be the formal
lectures and the informal discus-
sions by Frank O Darvall British
lecturer writer and politician from
Cambridge University This will
take place in March
The International Relations club
is not connected with any course
in college It is a voluntary organ-
ization designed for those men who
may desire an informal method of
learning something about political
situations
The advisor and the officers
want members from every division
on the Hill in order to make the
club as representative as possible
Men interested in the club should
give their names to the officers or
old members in their respective di-
visions Members of all classes are
urged to join i
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All Wool For
Warmth and Wear
Mens Flannel
ROBES
Ideal for winter hours
indoors Warm all
wool flannel robes
in styles that men
like Handsome col-
ors comfortably cut
sizes Smart values
J C PENNEY CO
Mt Vernon Ohio
Continued from Page 1
Commons for the guests and dele-
gates there will lie an address in
Ascension Hall by Dr William
Swann Director of the Bartol Re-
search Foundation
At four- thirty there are schedul-
ed exhibitions of tennis by the fa-
mous Kenyon Tennis team exhi-
bitions of riding followed by a polo
game and an inspection of Port
Kenyon the college airport
There is a reception at Peirce
Hall from five p m until seven p
m when the delegates and alumni
can meet with Dr Chalmers
In the evening shortly after din-
ner the visitors will enjoy one of
Kenyons oldest and most prized
traditions singing down Path The
Fraternities will group at the Li-
brary at seven- fifteen and from
there each one will march down
the Path to thier division singing
their Fraternity songs Immediate-
ly after this all of the Fraterni-
ties as a group will sing one or two
college songs Members of the Ken-
yon swimming team will carry on
from that point by giving an ex-
hibition of swimming and diving in
the pool
The remainder of the evening is
left free for the visitor to do as he
chooses
On Sunday morning at ten- thirty
there will be a regular service at
the chapel with the augmented
choir The Reverend Elmore Mc-
Kee of St Georges Parish New
York City is the guest rector
The committee on the arrange-
ments for the inauguration has
done all it can to make this inau-
guration of Kenyons sixteenth
President a memorable one to vi-
sitor and student alike
LIBRARY EXHIBIT
A group of rare photographs
and prints is now on exhibition at
the college library These pictures
are of the Presidents of Kenyon
College a most timely subject in
this Inauguration week
The exhibit may be found in
the case at the west end of the
periodical reading room in the li-
brary
PITKINS
PROVISION
STORE
The Best
in Foods
135- 137 South Main St
Mt Vernon Ohio
Recreation Bowling
Alley iWelcomes
Kenyon Men
GENE VAL DEANS
In Gambier
Sandwiches Lunches
Beer
Open Until 12 oclock
Continued from Page 1
Continued from Page 1
in the ways of pilots elected to
stand cm the bombing mark during
the bombardment as the point of
greatest safety While they thus
served as convenient targets they
were surrounded by dropping bags
of flour but continued to remain
in good health throughout the dem-
onstration Major Landis said I
never saw such flying hut refused
to enlarge upon his statement until
the beer keg was opened and then
no one remembered to ask him
about it
Mystery Slip Explained
The most mysterious maneuver
of the meet was supplied by Gus
Slippem Sonenfield who brought
the football stand to its feet with
chills and fevers No one seems to
know exactly what happened First
the unhappy Fledgling was going
this way and then it wasnt The
judges were asked to express some
sort of an opinion wdiich might
clear up the mystery hut Paul Hen-
derson said someone stepped on
his glasses in the rush and Reed
Landis didnt recover conscious-
ness until the keg was hopped
Your reporter tried to obtain an
interview with the aviator but Mr
Sonenfield refused to make any
statements to the press saying I
might be misquoted Neverthe-
less when he was later offered the
facilities of the Rational Broad-
casting Company he declared be-
fore an admiring audience I
wanted to come down
A barBc- ue with appropriate re-
freshments finished the day off
blessed and graced with the pres-
ece of Dr Ashford Dr Weist Capt
Eberley President Chalmers and
the Reverend and Mrs Kinsolving
who left at strategic intervals while
lulled by pleasing German lullabies
led by Eberley and Weist obliga-
to furnished by Tom Huff from way
down deep
Shortly before mid- night the club
wended its way into Mt Vernon to
deposit Reed Landis within the
comfortable bosom of the Chicago-
bound special deluxe The flying
club spoke of eternal gratitude to-
ward the major for his presenta-
tion of the Major Reed trophy cour-
tesy of car No 450 and dusky
George who beamed all unkowingly
upon the genial horde of depart-
ing trophy holders
Contest places were as follows
Boren 1st in 180 degree spot
landing and bomb dropping
Asher 1st in 360 degree spot
landing
Jack Patterson 2nd in 180 de-
gree landing and bomb dropping
Nichols 2nd in the 360 degree
landing
Rose 3rd in the ISO degree land
ing and Henderson 3rd in the
bomb dropping
Lieurance And Ford
Vie For Presidency
At a meeting of the Economics
club held last week attempts to
elect officers for the current year
were stopped due to a trying dead
lock in the votes cast for president
Nominees were Bill Lieurance and
Jake Ford
Plans for the clubs lecture pro
gram were discussed and a meet
ing was called for the coming Mon-
day night
SAFETY SERVICE
GARAGE
Storage Repair Work
Phone 397
13 V Ohio St
Continued from Page 1
gaged Returning to Brooklyn for
the marriage both Dr and Mrs
Chalmers taught in the Literature
Department of Mount Holyoke for
five years
Then in 1934 called to Rockford
College Dr Chalmers took over
the presidential duties while Mrs
Chalmers took classes in English
Literature From thence to the
Hill
In 1S26 she published Lilliput
Harcourt- Brace and in 1931
Lloyd Juggler Harcourt- Brace
both collections of her poetry and
she is working on a third Mrs
Chalmers wrote the Ode for the
Centennial Celebration last June
at Mount Holyoke College Gau-
deamus Igitur also Mary Lyon
which was exceptionally well re-
ceived She has promised that
HIKA may have some of her po-
ems when Cromwell is completely
settled
Mrs Chalmers expressed dissap-
pointment that she would no longer
be able to help students in regular
courses and hopes sincerely that
any one interested in writing po-
etry or any style of expression will
come to Cromwell if they are de-
sirous of material aid or criticism
Surely when Cromwell House is
settled and most amusing were
Mrs Chalmers anecdotes on her
troubles in remodelling the home
we Kenyons may well Tiave a
gracious lady to chat with and a
warm welcome to greet us when
Gloomy Sunday comes around
Mrs Chalmers brought a message
to us from the girls at Rockford
College whom we know from old
to be most amiable creatures up-
on the Chalmers departure the
young ladies suggested that on
their dance week- ends special
busses be hired and a representa-
tive group of Kenyon men be ex-
ported to their college We sug-
gested that maybe that wouldnt
be such a bad idea so who knows
May we for the students take
this opportunity to welcome whole-
heartedly Mrs Chalmers and ber
little son to the Hill in Gambier
and may we hope that she may ne-
ver regret her visit her perpetual
visit with us We now have an
understanding lady to look after
us with whom we may feel at ease
So let us be happy that we may
share Dr Chalmers good fortune
YELLOW- JACK CAST
Continued from Page 1
A Major of the Royal Air Force
Bartlett
George William Smith
Mullins Cavender
Harkness Sawyer
Kraemer Olin
Adrian Stokes Matthews
Chambang Bob Gray
OHarra Feagon
McClelland Edward Clements
Busch Becker
Brinkerhof Bell
Miss Blake Helen Black
Oderlies Cavender and Bob
Shaeffer
Walter Reed Grudier
James Carroll Dale Shaffer
Aristides Agromonte Hawke
Jesse W Lazear Tappan
Colonel Tory Devine
William Crawford Gorgas Joe
Allen
Major Cart wright Brown
Roger P Ames Gram
Dr Carlos Finlay Huff
William IT Dean Widmer
An Army Chaplain Small
A Commissary Sergeant Brown
Soldiers Mast Warner Rudge
Wende
MJi
WORLEYS
MENS WEAR
120 S Main
Mt Vernon O
TAILS
We have them
Tlace Your Order in
time for the Fall Dance
The College Shop
HARMERS GROCERY
Ice Cream Soft Drinks
Cigarettes
Gambler Ohio
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Six Kenyonites
Show Cleveland
Hew To Big Apple
Intent on a week- end of gay di-
version in Cleveland six Kenyon-
ites and their dates have since
had reason to regret their ambi-
tions as public entertainers It
all took place in the Lotus Gar-
den at Cleveland last Saturday
night shortly after midnight
Peoples Voght Carson Grinnell
Bob Schaeler and Douglass all
buoyed up by the spirit of the oc-
casion and encouraged not a lit-
tle by their female companions
agreed to do the Big Apple for
the other five hundred patrons of
the place when requested by Dick
Fidler leader of the orchestra
now playing the Lotus
After an appropriate announce-
ment over the loud speaker sys-
tem the boys rushed onto the
floor with the girls formed the
necessary circle and proceeded
to truck left to right Suzie-
Q Shag Charleston and gen-
erally slip and hop around in
time to the music of the band
When called on to shine one ot
the boys did some solo work in
the center The crowd cheered for
more Two girls were called out
and were doing a combination of
the bumps and a lively Black
Bottom when up came the Dance
Inspector for the City of Cleve-
land A few growls from that bur-
ly fellow quickly sliced the Big
Apple into many couples It was
not long until our friends were
sheepishly returning to their ta-
ble satisfied at least with having
made a good try at perpetuating
the newest craze
Amid one hundred and thirteen years of tradition Ken-
yon College today inaugurates lier sixteenth president iordon
Keith Chalmers Dr Chalmers comes to the opportunity of
the mill west a young man with an outstanding record behind
him lie heads one of the youngest college faculties in the
country their average age is thirty- five Yet the older men
of the faculty although not as young in years are young in
spirit Tt is this youthful spirit this progressive spirit which
President Chalmers will inspire
Great things are expected of youth youth is the oppor-
tunity to do something and to become somebody At Kenyon
President Chalmers has all the facilities to achieve those oppor-
tunities to which we all aspire for Kenyon We steeped with
our heritage never have permitted ourselves to sit on our Hill
and com placently let the world go by Too often oldsters are
content to watch others progress while they muse over their
achievements of the past But on the Hill with the energy and
ability of youth seasoned by tradition and experience we look
to our new president to lead us along new paths to greater
heights in the educational world
Why YePango
Here I am in my private
hide- out amiably tying a stray
troestrintr and conversing
with niv little chum Panyo
about the rape of the Delt tro-
phies when pop goes my
slv estrin Well says Pango
interestedly did I hear you
break vour shoestring Yes I
saw f am sorry to tell you
that vou did Im sorry to hear
you sav that youre sorry says
iango Well 1 say defensively
what do you want me to do Start
a new party Yes says Party man
Pango simply lots of parties have
been started on shoestrings Now
lets start one on a broken shoe-
string
I am not glad to hear Pango say
this because this is the beginning
of Health Week and all parties are
out but instead of arguing the
question which I am not sure I
could do anyway I change the sub-
ject by asking him how he feels I
reel like a new party says Pango
sunnily Why I ask him do you
keep reverting to this new- party
cry Its the natural thing to do
he says Youre completely pootang
I tell him and I mean every con-
notation of it That retorts Pango
hotily is a moot question and one
which I dont care to discuss And
says he if youve changed your
attitude so much since last week
Ill give you your quarter back
Well I say anxiously and a bit
stunned where is it Ah shucks
he says cant you take a joke And
he walks out to commune with na-
ture and talk the language of the
leaves
Brickabra- ck Hero of the Be-
thany game John Whitaker left
outside the door without a tin- cup
Captain A S Harris monitor of
the good ship Nondom complain-
ing that his ship sunk with all
hands abroad Harris and ROBIN
HOOD Ford who doesnt like cold
hands were the only ones saved
Bob Cline and Moon McMullin are
spending most of their time in
Gambier They say its a steady job
with them Rocky Chalmers
laughs when they begin to sing
and so does everyone else We sug-
gest the Senior Table be equipped
with pitch pipe and a good metro-
nome Queen Bess ward boss of
the Commons wines and dines her
guests at the Alcove Dick
Veatch pres of the Chum Club
playing mental checkers at Ship-
pies Pango telilng people that
they are all pootang
o
Thoughts ad lib There are 33
shopping days before the fall dance
We submit the following bands
for dance consideration Tommy
Dorsey Ted Weems Paul Whit-
man Dick Stabile Sammy Kaye
o
The paper napkins which Pango
calls sanitary daubers are very
practical for week days but not
too aesthetic for Sundays If we re-
member correctly paper napkins
were used in the Commons once
before but were discontinued for
some reason
The class- room should be just
like home to the professors They
should feel free to drop in at any
time
But let me tell you there are
companies of men of genius into
which I sometimes go where the
atmosphere of intellect and senti-
ment is so much more stimulat-
ing than alcohol that if I thought
fit to take wine it would be to
keep me sober Holmes in The
Autocrat of the Breakfast Table
Pango says thats the way he likes
to stay sober too
Arthur J Rantz 37 Bexley was
ordained to the disconate of the
Episcopal Church on Sept 19 in
Trinity Church Toledo He began
his duties as assistant at St Johns
Church in Youngstown on Oct 1st
lie was presented by the venerable
Gerald F Patterson Archdeacon of
the Diocese Ordination was con-
ferred by the Rt Rev Paul Jones
former Bishop of Utah
The Rev Maxwell Ganter 04 of
Portsmouth N H was bound
gagged and robbed by a hitch- hiker
whom he befriended in Annapolis
Md He was immediately taken to
the Annapolis hospital and re-
ported to be in a comparatively
satisfactory condition State police
launched a state- wide search for
the man who attacked Mr Ganter
and robbed him of 35 and his new
automobile
The Right Rev Charles Cling-
man 05 Bishop of Kentucky has
been elected to the Board of Trus-
tees of the General Theological
Seminary New York
RHODES SCHOLARS
OF KENYON DIED
IN WORLD WAR
In this history of Kenyon College
there have been two outstanding
men graduates of Kenyon who
were Rhodes scholars Major Wil-
liam John Bland 10 Rhodes scho-
lar from Ohio came to Kenyon
from Kansas City Missouri and
was not only an outstanding scho-
lar at Kenyon but also a member
of the football and baseball teams
the four years he was at Kenyon
editor of the Reveille member of
every prominent committee in col-
lege and president of his class his
sophomore junior and senior
years in college He was a member
of the 356th Infantry and was
killed in action at St Mihiel Sept
12 1918
William Webster Sant of the
class of 1914 was Kenyons second
Rhodes Scholar Sant when an un-
dergraduate was president of the
Assembly First Honor Man in his
class and as the Reveille of 1914
speaks of him a credit to any or-
ganization to which he belongs
He enlisted in the English army in
the early part of the World war
was sent to Egypt where he died
in service June 20 1917 Sants
brother the Rev John Francis
Sant 20 rector of Christ Church
Detroit Michigan has accepted an
invitation to be present at the in-
auguration of Dr Gordon Keith
Chalmers
There are now three Rhodes
Scholars on our present faculty
Dr Chalmers John Crowe Ransom
and Boyes M Norton Among the
many guests at Kenyon this week
will be more than twenty men who
have held the Rhodes Scholarship
at Oxford
a miniature drug store the shop
has expanded its scope of business
to include any conceivable article
It is unique in that it carries Lord
Kenyon pipes and tobacco and all
custom tailored clothing ties and
formal dress carry the Kenyon
College Shop insignia
Each year two men are selected
from the student body to manage
the store One of the reasons for
the popularity of the shop is the
fact that they can and do offer na-
tionally advertised merchandise at
a discount Because of its individ-
uality the College Shop proves it-
self to be another institution typ-
ically Kenyon
RePHISENTED FOR NATION A L AOVIRTIS1NO
National AdvertisingService Inc
Cottele Publishers Rwresentative
York N YNew420 Madison Ave
MCM BO- SC LOS A W G E L ES 5 FRANCISCO
I Iaai Ill 1 i i rT r
i s x s max n k n
H H Ivtle tit
ASSISTANT
1 WiMilitT Ml
I ii TIAT l i MAXA KKiri T livirv Id
of International Relations and Law
at The Hague Geneva Williams-
town and Ann Arbor
Before his graduate student
clays he taught in three prepara-
tory schools Howe Rayen and
Allen School A while after that he
taught in Miami and Ohio State
and subsequently came to Kenyon
in 1915 as the Edwin M Stanton
Professor of Economics The fol-
lowing year he was transferred to
History and Political Science the
major field of his studies Since
then he has devoted much of his
attention to adding new courses to
the school curriculum both in his-
tory and political science This
work has taken him abroad several
times
Dr Cahall contributes to the lit-
erary program of the Phi Beta Kap-
pa Society and takes an active
part in other organizations iii
which he is interested
HELL- WEEK WANES
Hell Week is definitely becoming a matter of past history
at Kenyon College Not rapidly but very surely the move-
ment progresses Tt is surprising to some to realize that half
the fraternities on the Hill have now abolished the old type of
informal initiation Beta Theta Pi Phi Kappa Sigma Sigma
Pi and more recently Alpha Delta Phi have taken this for-
ward step
The National Inter- fraternity Council is working hard for
the complete abolishment of Hell Week Most national organi-
zations of the fraternities themselves have gone on record
against it The heads of nearly all institutions where frater-
nities have chapters have been trying to discourage it In a
few cases these attitudes are the result of accidents wherein
some boy was permanently injured either mentally or physic-
ally In most cases these national groups and officials have
come to their conclusion through simple reason
The two main arguments given for the preservation of Hell
Week are 1 that we went through it and so has every ac-
tive since the chapter was founded so why shouldnt they
2 that it makes membership in the chapter seem more worth-
while The first argument the more popular incidentallyjust doesnt hold water logically speaking We do too many
things merely because they have always been done The
second argument does not take into consideration that there
are many other ways of impressing the pledge with the value
of his desired membership If discipline is chosen as the way
let that discipline be expressed in good hard work of a practi-
cal nature not the senseless hazing and third degree tor-
tures more appropriate to the Middle Ages than to a suppos-
edly civilized college community
The COLLEGIAN congratulates those fraternities on the
Hill which have recognized the contemporary trend away from
foolish old tradition It is our hope that remaining four fra-
ternities will follow the courageous example set by the Betas
Phi Kaps Sigma Pis and Alpha Delts
Dad Benton
Here 40 Years
Ebsom Benton commonly known
in the Biology Workshop as Dad
has worked for the college for 40
years He moved to Gambier at
the age of 21 and has lived there
ever since a total of 50 years He
knows everyone in Gambier by
their first name and all of the col-
lege men who know him will say
that they enjoy their visits with
him
His favorite past- time is music
of which he has a very fine appre-
ciation He used to play the double
bass in the Kenyon orchestra At
that time Dr Reed Kelly Davies
Tompson Folltz who played the
drums and Childs who played the
slide trombone were in the college
orchestra Dad says that he
thinks it would be a good idea to
have a regular orchestra again
here at Kenyon He believes that
the social aspect as well as the
musical side is important to col-
lege men
He knew Dr Peirce personally
when he was head of the water
plant and had frequent conversa-
tions with him He has met Dr
Chalmers and thinks he is a very
capable straightforward man
Dad has always been interested
in all kinds of sports and at one
time he owned a horse which was
a trotter He is also an ardent Ken-
yon football fan
COLLEGE SHOP HAD
HUMBLE BEGINNING
The Kenyon College Shop locat-
ed in the basement of Peirce Hall
has now entered its ninth year in
the same location This student
managed enterprise was estab-
lished the same year Peirce Hall
opened its doors to the student
body From a humble beginning as
FACULTY
PERSONALITIES
Dr Raymond D Cahall professor
of history at Kenyon has been a
member of the faculty here for 22
years His record as student and
instructor in the many institutions
he has attended is as impressive
as it is remarkable He graduated
from Kenyon a member of Phi
Beta Kappa and Beta Theta Pi He
then attended successively the Uni-
versities of Chicago Harvard and
Columbia He won honors at these
institutions culminating in the Uni-
versity Fellowship in Modern Euro-
pean History at Columbia where
he obtained his doctors degree He
continued his studies at Institutes
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ON TO ALFRED EASTERN INVASION KENYON
TO PLACE TEAM IN LIMELIGHT
IOANES STARS
Hafeli Names Squad 22
Men To Make N Y Trip
Alfred Unbeaten
1
1
INTRAMURAL
East Wing and South Leonard
fought it out for the Intramural
Championship in an afternoon of
drenching rain and strong winds
South Leonard came out victorious
to the score of 12- 6 after trailing
6- 0 at the half South Leonards
scores were made by a pass from
Amato to Harris in the end zone
and later Amato dashed through
the right side of the line to score
the second touchdown Both tries
for the extra point failed East
Wing made their score about Mid-
way into the first half Barker
started on what looked like a wide
end- run turned and flipped the
ball to Cavender who was open on
the other side of the field The fi-
nal score was South Leonard 12
East Wing 6
sugar bowl
seeks McNeill
Don McNeill Kenyons number
one raquet wielder has received
an invitation to participate in the
Sugar Bowl Tennis Tournament in
New Orleans from December 28
to 31 The tournament is conclud-
ed with the annual Sugar Bowl
football cl- coic
The f agar Bowi cmiae- e is en-
deavoringTWine UP the eleven
best tennis playjfs in the country
McNeill on his Wmg this sum
mer ranks very hh and tennis
followers everywii- e remember
him to be the boy whonarried Vjn
Cramm to five sets this pit sum-
mer
ENYON
Bethany Fumbles Kenyon
Recovers Samnion
Scores All Points
Olin Sparkplug
The Green Bethany team
managed to out- fumble Ken-
yon last Saturday and to lose
by the score of 14- 0 The team
from West Virginia crashed
through with six fumbles to
Kenyons two Bethany also
contributed greatly to her
downfall by trying a tricky
lateral deep in her own terri-
tory which was intercepted by
Mr Ioanes Kenyon end who
seemed to make a business of
throwing the proverbial mon-
key wrench into the workings
of the Bethany team and who man-
aged to get far enough with it to
put the Purple in a scoring po-
sition
Besides the fact that Kenyon
won her game and remains unde-
feated the afternoon was livened
considerably by an impromptu
football game staged between two
teams of small boys who took pos-
session of the field during the half
Another highlight of the game was
the foot race staged by each teams
water boy who raced madly out
when time was called The real
event of the afternoon however
was the appearance of Schuller gi-
ant tackle who appeared In the us-
ual yellow canvas pants because
none of the Purple game pants
would fit him
Sammon Hurt
Thomas Kenyon tackle started
the afternoon festivities by kicking
off to the Belhany 30 yard line
The Bethany receiver fumbled and
Kenyon recovered After a line
play and an incomplete pass Olin
the fulback picked up six yards
through left tackle The ball still
in the thirty- five yard vicinity of
Bethany went over to the Green
after Sammon missed a try for a
field goal Pearson the Bethany
fullback was hit so hard on the
first play that he fumbled and Ken-
yon recovered With the ball in
Kenyons possession Sammon took
it but was hit hard by Croushore
Bethany guard who was in very
fast On this play Sammon hurt his
knee but stayed in the game On
the next play Olin threw a com-
plete pass to Baker for a large
gain which was followed by an-
other pass Sammon to Elliot which
was complete and moved the ball
up to the Bethany fifteen yard line
After a smash through center by
Olin which netted one yard anoth-
er pass was attempted Olin to
Ioanes which fell incomplete over
the goal Sammon then tried anoth-
er field goal but the Green line
rushed through to block it
The shock of having the ball in
her possession seemed too much
for Bethany so she fumbled again
on her first play and May recov-
ered it for Kenyon Elliot was
thrown for a slight loss after
which Kenyon was penalized fif-
teen yards for holding On the fol-
lowing play Baker was thrown for
a six yard loss but Bethany was
Continued on Page 8
On Friday morning at eight
oclock one of K e n y o ns
strongest teams in several
years leaves to play a power-
ful Alfred College football
team at Alfred New York It
will be the first football game
that most of the Kenyon men
have ever played under lights
and there is no telling how
night football will effect an
undefeated team
A battle is in the offing between
two undefeated teams Their past
records prove them to be about
even Kenyon is unscored upon
while Alfred is untied Their scor-
ing statistics are also impressive
Alfred has scored 132 points to its
opponents 19 The Lords have
scored 42 points while its oppo
nents have yet to get the ball
across their goal line To further
show Alfreds strength last Satur
day it easily defeated a strong Uni
versity of Buffalo eleven 27- 13
Which is further evidence that the
icaiu isa i going ouu miles for a
picnic
Reports are that Alfred is a hea-
vier team than the Purple Gard-
ner a Negro triple- threat back is
the mainstay of the Alfred back
field the rumor being that he is
an answer to a coachs prayer
Arouna mm are three versatile
backs well tutored In the art of
blocking Alfred too like Kenyons
other opponents is well supplied
with reserves It is here why Coach
Hafeli thinks them to hold the up-
per hand If the Lords are riddled
with injuries Kenyon will defin-
itely be up against it
the showing of the team last
Saturday left very little to be asked
of it The team was the underdog
last week- end and by all appear-
ances is in the same position this
week Perhaps they will pull an
other surprise if the reserves con
tinue to improve as they have late-
ly Outstanding recruits are Chub-
buck Whitaker and Seibert all
three played well in the games as
substitutes Tomorrow night the
team will scrimmage under the
lights of the Mt Vernon high
school field to orientate themselves
to night football
Coach Hafeli would not make any
piiies uii uie outcome oi uie
game whik 3 ualluS iue syuau gu-
ing to Nei York All he promises
is a hard fought battle and he like
the rest of us noPe to see Kenyon
gain its tMrd victory
Thoe e players named to makeM
the tr 10 are ends Ioanes Jasper
S- vhuUer Thomas Reed and Mor-
gan guards May Simmonetti Sei-
bert ancfWhitaker centers Ehle
and Stamm The backs to make the
trip are Olin isammon Elliot Ba-
ker Boren Crutiendon Chubbuck
and Clarke
Beginning with the last issue of
The Collegian Jack Barlow 40
took over the duties of Sport Edi-
tor of the college paper Barlow
was appointed after Joseph H Al-
len jr 38 found it necessary to
resign his position because of oth-
er activities Allen is associated
with Malcolm Doig in the College
Shop
rious and be scored 19 of Villano-
vas twenty points
CHRISTIANSEN
Minnesota Fullback Christian-
sen is one of those fullbacks who
seems to bounce along for extra
yardage even with a couple of
tacklers hanging on thus com-
ments Edward W Cochrane Chica-
go American sports editor and
noted football official Cochrane
adds This Sophomore outstand-
ing player on the field carried the
ball for an average of 5 yards in
14 attempts most of it when
Michigan was fresh and full of
fight
RYBA
Alabama Tackle Outstanding
veteran coach wishing name with-
held wires as follows I saw this
lad Jim Ryba against Tennessee
and place him on a par with any
tackle in the land today Tennes-
see powerful rugged and hard-
charging especially in the line
was defeated due in a large mea-
sure to the amazing line play of
Alabama with Ryba as the conspic-
uous defender Jim receives a
Card of Merit
FRANCO
Fordham Tackle Switched from
guard to tackle or vice versa in
the heat of conflict this tireless
human bulwark would almost im-
pede the progress of a locomotive
He was the stand- out lineman in
the Fordham- Pittsburgh defensive
classic sealing this verdict
George Daley New York Herald
Tribune writes as follows If
there is any better tackle on the
gridiron it has not been my priv-
ilege to see him
KAWCHAK
Carnegie Tech Guard A rugged
hard- fighting player who carries
out his assignment without dis-
play earns praise and All America
recommendation from Harry Keck
Pittsburgh Sun Telegraph Kaw-
chak was the star against Notre
Dame wires Keck He was the
keystone in a line that turned No-
tre Dame back three times on the
goal line and set- up the gamewi- nning
field goal by intercepting a
pass and running it to the 14 yard
line
OSMANSKI
Holy Cross Fullback Designat-
ed as one of the truly great backs
of the day by Coach Pop Warner
this mighty plunger was easily the
outstanding back in a gruelling
battle won by the margin of a sin-
gle point Osmanski carried the
brunt of his teams play crashing
doggedly on one occasion to the
1 yard line but his amazing per-
formance reached awazing heights
of brilliance when the scrappy
Georgians had the ball
KRUEGER
Kansas State Tackle Waiting
patiently but resolutely Kansas
State defeated Marquette for the
first time in 12 years in a fierce
muddy struggle victory coming in
large degree because of line super-
iority But Kruger at tackle was
ALL
AMERICA
RATINGS
By Christy Walh
Sixty- five per cent of the
players recommended in the
ratings to date have been back-
field luminaries Try as you
will it is almost unavoidable
to overlook the scintillating
work of the passers runners
and blockers in the early
games This week we find line-
men moving to the center of
the stage and receiving the
credit they deserve from
many observers Watch out
for unheralded tackles guards
and centers in the coming
weeks
Coaches Warner Zuppke and
Thomas members of the All Amer-
ica Board have filed their first rec-
ommendations of the current sea-
son and henceforth theyll be
watching candidates with an eye
to the final line- up Pop Warner
files the names of five eastern
players on his list for observa-
tion Howard Jones will select his
first coast candidate after his
struggle with California
RUSSELL
Auburn Tackle Zipp Newmann
Birmingham News wires Russell
stands six feet tall and weighs 199
pounds He was the outstanding
lineman on the field against Mis-
sissippi State and is one of the
great linemen in the deep south
Russell is fast cagey and cool un-
der fire a fine diagnostician and a
spirited team- worker He was an
All American against the 200- pound
line of Mississippi State
JORDAN
Georgia Tech End A 60 minute
man against a formidable foe this
giant wingman was the star of the
day in a 1 point defeat Jordan
stands 6 feet 3 inches and weighs
190 pounds The best end in the
South wires Ed Danforth Atlanta
Georgian Against Duke he caught
six passes for total of 105 yards
and lateralled other passes for
long gains Our Atlanta represen-
tative adds Jordan can split a
backfield tandem and nail the run-
ner and handle any tackle
WYSOCKI
Villanova End The No 10 on his
broad- backed jersey was the most
conspicuous numeral on the field
of play No matter who had the
ball Wysocki was at the hub of
every play he smashed the Man-
hattan forwards without let- up he
scooped passes and intercepted
enemy heaves at will His de-
fense tactics were clean but fu
Marquettes Enemy No 1 held asThac kery and Michaels tackles
they were to a single first down
and that in the last sixty saconds
Climaxing a great performance
Krueger blocked a kick and re-
covered it for touch- down
SCHMITZ
Wisconsin Halfback Prominent
coach on scouting assignment
wires profuse compliments on be-
half of this part- time player
Schmitz gave Wisconsin the
drive the passing the ballc- arrying
and above all the will to win
in the critical fourth quarter with
the score a dead- lock and both
teams well exhausted Schmitz
rates All- America because be pro-
duced results when needed most
i
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Looking Down Middle Path Toward Old KenyonIMELS RETURN
PEPS UP FROSH
THE JACOBS SHOE
REPAIR SHOP
and
SOHIO SERVICE
STATION
STONES GRILL
THE ONLY PLACE
where you can get
John Bull Stout
a dark extra strong beer
Wine and 42- proof liquors
to carry out
also
Fine Foods Liquor
Ducky Welcomes You
The Colonial
Restaurant
214 W High St
Specializing in Kooler
Keg Beer Strolls
Duquesne Wooden Shoe
1903 The building is of gray Cleve-
land sandstone in collegiate Gothic
style It is two stories high with
gables measures one hundred and
thirty feet long by fifty feet deep
and houses about sixty students
The doors and window casings and
the wainscoting are of Flemish
oak and the floors of polished
hardwood The donor was the late
Marcus A Hanna United States
Senator from Ohio who built Han-
na Hall in honor of his wife
To the east of Middle Path is
Leonard Hall This new fireproof
dormitory was opened to students
in September 1924 The style is
collegiate Gothic and the exterior
walls are of Glenmont sandstone
The rooms are arranged in conven-
ient suites and the building houses
comfortably a little over one hun-
dred men Dark oak is used for the
interior finish The building is the
gift of Ohio Churchmen as a tri-
bute of love and devotion to Wil-
liam Andrew Leonard Fourth Bi-
shop of Ohio and in reverent me-
mory of his wife
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We have the replacement for the glass reflector
on your I E S Better- light Better Sight lamps
Fitter
24 inch
2s inch
24 inch
Diameter
10 inch
9 inch
8 inch
KNECHT- FEENEY
25 years of complete electric service
6 S MAIN STREET
Mt Vernon Ohio
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Mesa
Old Kenyon was the first per
manent building of Kenyon College
It was begun in 1S27 and opened
to students in 1929 It is a massive
Gothic structure one hundred and
sixty feet long and three stories
high The walls are of local sand-
stone and at the basement story
In thickness The roof carries bat-
tlements and pinnacles and is sur-
mounted by a spire one hundred
and ten feet high containing the
old college bell
In 1907 Old Kenyon was com-
pletely rebuilt in the interior at an
expense of over 75000 the exter-
nal appearance remaining un-
changed
The interior finish is of Flemish
oak of handsome grain with wain-
scoting in the halls The staircases
have Gothic newel posts and birch
hand rails At all the windows are
placed broad window seats cover-
ing the steam radiators The ca-
pacity of the building is about
ninety students
To the west of Middle Path is
Hanna Hall This dormitory was
opened to students in December
OUTLINES
Continued from Page 2
versify of California University of
Chicago and Yale
At Kenyon college they are wide-
ly used Mr Littlefield reported
The fear originally expressed
by professors that students would
neglect their studies during the se-
mester and would rely on the col-
lege outlines to pull them through
at exam time has not been justi-
fied he states While some stu-
dents have undoubtedly resorted
to this practice their percentage
is so small as to be inconsequen-
tial On the other hand professors
report that the outlines by giving
the student a vision of order or-
ganization and perspective to his
subject are proving valuable and
stimulating aids to study Inclu-
sion in the outlines of crossre- ference
tables to topical discussions
by standard authorities encour-
ages students to do parallel read-
ings in other than the required
texts
More and more the trend seems
to be for the use of the outline as
a manual around which instructors
may build their lectures and class
discussions Quite a number of the
colleges reported using them ad-
vantageously in daily classroom
work while a growing number are
adopting them as inexpensive gen-
eral texts
Compliments of
The Peoples ank
MEMBER FEDERAL Dli
INSURANCE CORFOSIT
Y
PHOTOGRAPH
Mt Vernon O
HECKLERS
2 DRUG 2
STORES
West Side Square
115 S Main St
MT VERNONS LEADING
DRUG STORES
Coach Iinel handicapped by
quarantine n back on tbo job Due
to Iinels absence the freshman
tiiuvi hiis had only five days prac-
tire but the team is turning a
llihiw green meaning they are
petting otganized Imel says the
squad Is twenty- five per cent bet-
ter than last years team and the
majority of the men have had pre-
rollege experience Imel has good
material predicts good possibili-
ties and promises plenty of prac-
tice for his pupils
Treieaven member of the Frosh
17 pound line looks promising
Mike Justice formerly a tackle
now a fullback spells plunging and
passing power McDowell not only
lias running prowess but exhibits
ability to back up the line Selt-
zer another halfback looks plen-
ty tough as a blocking back Little
Sam Curtis smallest member of
the 105 pound backfield has run-
ning ability and plenty of grit
Georgie Chubbuck has joined the
ranks tossing a long threatening
pass
The squad spent last week run
ning Oberlin plays against the var-
sity and now will be tuned up
for the Mt Vernon High game
which according to Frosh mana-
ger Gabby Morton will be played
in three weeks
INTRAMURAL
Intramural football has been
moving right along the White
League has already completed its
schedule In the White league East
Wing stands on top with three vic-
tories against no defeats In sec-
ond place is North Hanna last
years champs who were beaten in
a thrilling game by East Wing 19
to 12 In third place is Middle
Leonard who won one and lost two
In last place Is South Hanna It
seems as though a pasing com-
bination made up of Barker doing
the slinging and Norm Smith
and Cavender pulling down could
not be broken up in spite of the
tough opposition Here is a resume
of the White league
M L 0 E W 19
S H 0 N H 19
N H 12 E W 19
M L 0 N H 7
S H 0 M L 12
S H 7 E W 8
In the Purple league which has
not completed Its schedule there
is a different story Each team has
played two games and have two re-
maining The standings at present
give South Leonard a slight lead
South Leonard has beaten Middle
Hanna in a 1 to 0 over- time game
and North Leonard 7 to 0 They
have yet to play Middle Kenyon
and West Wing Middle Kenyon
has defeated Middle Hanna 1 to 0
in an overtime game and lost to
West Wing 6 to 0 West Wing was
beaten by North Leonard 7 to 0
and North Leonard in turn was
beaten by South Leonard These
remaining games should be close
with the championship wide open
NOTICE
On Friday October 22 there
will be a rehearsal for ALL mem-
bers of the Kenyon Singers and
Choir It will be held at 7 oclock in
KOSSE HALL All members of the
Choir and Singers must be pres-
ent at this rehearsal whether their
names are posted on the bulletin
board in the corridor of South As-
cension or not
IN
Sundaes
Milkshakes
Cones
Jewell Bars
Drumsticks
Bricks
KEEPS YOU
IN YOUTH
Jewel C m
f
T
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Q NOPE JUX- ELlOSE l STICK TO MVY S XA BECAUSE y fVx MAKINS CIGARETTESOiS WITH PLENTVY PRinCE ALBERT 1 A
OF PRINCE ALBERT IN EM IVE
ALWAYS WANTED TO SMOKE A PIPE
TOO GAVE IT A TOY ONCE BUT
A PIPE IS TOO MUCH HOSS FOR
OFF
X J ClXT ME TO RIDE THE DANG THING J AND MOST Ai 1 TRIED TO BIfcite i rrMM- Mlll STUBBORN HZJ AjC MV TONGUE J BET OU WERENT 7 ppE i I IN MVY WAR BAG
but a personal victory for this All-
America candidate
SCHINDLER
SoulliiMn California Quarterback
Easily Ihe outstanding back on ei-
ther team this Trojan ball carrier
was the key- man in upsetting Ohio
Slate favorites to win by several
scores Schimller is the best expo-
nent of Howard Jones football in
several seasons and the present
Trojan forward wall apparently
provides the power required to
make his running plunging and
passing accumulate yardage
WEGNER
Northwestern Center Another
handy quick- thinking pivot- man
who proves that player doesnt
have to be in the backfield to be
in the spot- light providing he can
deliver at the right moment All
afternoon he played a smashing
game against Michigans sturdy
line but he receives a Card of
Merit for intercepting a surprise
forward pass an alert perform-
ance that led to the only score of
the game
FRANK
Yale Halfback Allison Danzig
New York Times says Today
Captain Frank had no rival on the
field and his individual brilliance
on the attack and vigilance on the
defense enabled the Bulldog to
dominate a game in which Yale
showed definite shortcomings
Frank definitely rates All America
ANTLEY
Auburn Center A veteran coach
recommends Antley as one of the
best centers he has seen in recent
years He was the main cog in a
line that held Villanova at crucial
stages and reached his climax in a
furious fourth quarter by inter-
cepting and running back 20
yards a pass that seemed pointed
for a Villanova touchdown
HERE IT IS ALL SLICK AND K jrA I WHY DOGGONE IT VOULL GET A HEApY
SHINY LIKE WHEN I GOT IT C JUDGE THIS PIPE f O SATISFACTION
FOR A CHRISTMAS PRESENT 1 IS AS SENTLE J OUT OF PA ITS L- 5
ILL LOAD HER UP WITH 11 AS A LADYS ALWAYS MILD AND
PA AN SEE WHAT S SADDLE X C EASY ON THE
rfthere are all kinds of pipes but only
0JS PRINCE ALBERT RA HAS THE BITE riimPROCESSED CUT THE COOL EVEN BURNING SiKWkCRIMP CUT PROCESSED IN AND JUST J CKmWi
f VSMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Prince Albert If yoo M 4 iH i J iSifdont find it the mellowest tastiest pipe tobacco you Jj Km it i
V S vhf ever smoked return the pocket tin with the rest of jj jjli 11 i jjjiiJ h J1 Jffcigffi the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month ygvmjI jj H Xjdi W
w from this date and we will refund full purchase price pttWtj jjjjjjlwrSwtffri illillljjlllllllMS3
plus postage Signed R J Reynolds Tobacco Co j iiW TffAl Winston- Salem North Carolina B it J
COME TO THINK
OF IT ME AND
is ome t03acco PRINCE ALBERT
that never WAS STRANGERS
Bites even THEN SAV
IN THE ME WEST I GOT A Pi PE
KICVIM AROUND
SOMEWHERE
pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2- oz tin of Prince Albert
FINEST DRINKS
All
America
Ratings
Xcw names filter through
the observers sieve again this
week and ten players hereto-
fore unnientioned receive
Cards of Merit assuring them
of consideration when the
Hoard meets to select the All-
America team for 1937
As in previous season the
linemen are slow to get de-
served recognition but the
names of several hardc- harging
inconspicuous forwards
have been singled out for honors
and listed below in preference to
backs whose thrilling exploits
made the headlines Sunday Oct 9
The weekly ratings have passed
the one- third mark but with every
major team under fire in the com-
ing six weeks All- America con-
tenders will be minutely scrutin-
ized Eighty players in addition to
the ten below will be selected
FAY
Illinois Guard An anonymous
but highly qualified observer wires
thatthissenior right guard was one
of the outstanding performers in
the brilliant defense of the Mini
which halted the vaunted Notre
Dame attack Pay is not a showy
player but was never sucked in
or taken out of his position He
made innumerable timely tackles
that helped pile up the Irish
GRAY
Oregon State Halfback Ever de-
pendable Royal Brougham Seattle
Post Intelligencer rates this player
All- America in the following
spirited wire Dont miss on Joe
Gray in this weeks ratings This
great back whipped the champion-
ship Washington team with his
dazzling passing He can kick and
run superbly and belongs with the
best backs in the U S A Your
man will receive a Card of Merit
Mr Brougham
LUCKMAN
Columbia Halfback Furiously
pacing his teammates with an out-
standing exhibition of all around
play this forward- passing wizard
was the star of the day although
Army won the game Eighteen of
his 34 passes hit the target and he
dominated the game right down to
the nerve- wracking finish
WEAR
Penn State Quarterback Barely
moving the scales at 135 pounds
this diminutive human bomb- shell
WILLIAMS FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for All Occasions
14 S Main Street
Say It With Flowers
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I HS PURE OIL STATION ICorner So Main and Oliio Ave
Washing Greasing Battery Charging
f Bumper to Bumper Service 1
1 Phone 175 HUGH H HUTCHINSON Mgr
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FINEST FOOD
JAMMARONS
Cleaning and Pressing
Gambier Ohio
Candles Soda
The ALCOVE
RESTAURANT
Breakfast Luncheons Dinners
Surlas Francis
Lunches Toasted Sandwiches
It Pays to Use
Quality Products
We Specialize in
Bribes Wallpaper Armstrongs
Linoleum Sherwin- Williams
Paint Western Window
Shades
Mt Vernon Ohio
The Frank E
Kirby Co
1 DAN EMMETT GRILL I
I HOTEL CURTIS 1
THE BEST IN MIXED DRINKS
s Cocktail Hour 430 to 600 All Cocktails 20o
Grace Matthias Mgr 5
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Intramural
Except for the injtra- league
championship between the victors
of the Purple and White leagues
campus football has ended South
Leonard represents the Purple
league with Amatos accurate pass-
ing and ffst running Ends Train-
er and Gerrish are proficient in
catching the fullbacks passes
East Wing a power house proven
by scoring indications is the White
leagues delegation Barker does the
passing with Cavender and Smith
on the receiving end Both teams
show strong lines and tough block-
ing backs
Competition was strong this year
with surprising upsets in the fold
The standings in both leagues to
date are as follows
White League
Won Lost
East Wing 3 o
North Hanna 2 1
Middle Leonard 1 2
South Hanna 0 3
Purple League
South Leonard 4 0
West Wing 1 2
Middle Kenyon 2 2
North Leonard 2 2
Middle Hanna 0 3
Middle Hanna has one remain-
ing game with West Wing and for-
feited to North Leonard
R V
UNCO
Patronize Collegian Advertisers
exploded in Bucknells face all
through a hectic contest that was
not settled until the final gun
and Wears kick- returns sweeping
runs and inspiring example set
the stage for the victory touch
down
KR1NGLE
Manhattan Halfback Three
points were sufficient to de-
feat a strong team from Michigan
State but without the poise and
courage of Kringle and the preci-
sion of his educated toe a tie game
seemed assured Kringle receives a
Card of Merit for showing his met-
tle at the big moment
WOOD
Tennessee Quarterback Bat-
tling alongside of his teammates
valiantly but in vain this Tennes-
see terror was Dukes greatest con-
cern throughout the game His all
around play was excellent his
handling of plays continually
crossed- up the enemy and his mag-
nificent passing was cheered by
both sides The game was a tie
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I Your Fall Needs I
in Shirts Hose
Neckwear Pajamas
I and Underwear Shop at I
I Knox Countys Greatest Store
A COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE f
CATERING TO YOUR NEEDS
1 The DOWDS- RUDIN Co
211 S Main Street
MT VERNON OHIO 5
HEADINGTON
SUPER SERVICE STATION
LUBRICATION SERVICE
TIRE REPAIRING
Hot Water Heaters Fog Lights Defrosting Fans
Goodrich Tires and Tubes Linco Batteries
Linco Tires
iiiiiiniMiiiini
and Tubes
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BETHANY GAME plays by Bethany gained so little
ground that they kicked to the
forty yard line where Sammon re-
ceived it and was stopped after he
had galloped ten yards
The game progressed with nei-
ther side doing much till Ioanes
proved Johnny on the spot again
and intercepted a Bethany lateral
on the Green thirty yard line El-
liot tried left end for a slight gain
He tried again and knocked off
ten yards before be was stopped
Olin crashed over center and car-
ried the ball up to the Bethany
six yard line Olin then tried an-
other plunge but was thrown El-
liot threw a high pass to Baker
responsible for all of Ken-
yons points making two touch-
downs and converting both tries
for the extra point Stamm cen-
ter and Simonetti right guard
played their usual steady game
both remaining in the thick of
things for the whole time
The starting for Kenyon was
Jasper left end Schuller left
tackle May left guard Stamm
center Simonetti right guard
Thomas right tackle Ioanes
right end In the backfield Baker
at quarter Sammon left half El-
liot right half and Olin fullback
Substitutions were Morgan Chub-
buck Whitaker Ehle Thackeryr
and Reed
more the same way On the next
play Olin started through center
but handed the ball to Elliot on his
right who lateraled to Sammon who
galloped about twenty yards for a
touchdown
The point after touchdown was
good Sammon kicking
Thomas again kicked to Bethany
and the fans in the bleachers were
truly amazed when the Green re-
ceiver failed to fumble Bethany
tried an end run that wound up
in the arms of May after gaining
no ground Two runs by Pearson
Bethany fullback netted twelve
yards but his work brought noth-
ing because Bethany was penalized
fifteen yards for holding Another
run by Pearson netted no gain and
time out Time in Pass Olin to
Baker complete for twenty yards
Kenyon penalized fifteen yards for
holding Olin throws two incom-
plete passes and then kicks over
the Bethany goal and the ball is
brought out twenty yards in pos-
session of the Green Bethany tries
two passes which both fall incom-
plete and then kicks out of bounds
after the ball goes only fifteen
yards on the kick Kenyons ball
Olin through center for two yards
Klliot around end for no gain Ken-
yon penalized fifteen yards for
holding Olin kicks to Bethany 3o
yard line Bethanys ball a series
of line plays nets them a first
down On the next play loanes got
in fast stopping the play for a three
yard loss On the next play Be
Continued from Pace 5
p- intlizfl five yards for off sides
making it a five yard gain Sam-
mon passed to Jasper for seven
yard Clin knieked to Fetroff of
Bethany who immediately prooecd-
ed to juggle the hall till it was
dropped and recovered hy Kenyon
01 in went through center for four
yards Klliot started around left
end anil latoraled to Baker who
picked up five yards before he was
slopped With the ball on Be-
thanys twelve yard line Olin
smashed through center for a first
down Olin aain throuKh center
for one ai d Klliot then took the for three
yards Sammon then
took the ball to the right and ran
The Red White Store
For Groceries
The Kampus Kooler
For Refreshments
GEORGE ROWLEY
thany completes a twenty- five yard
pass and then tried to score by
long passes till the gun sounded
for the end of the half
Sammon Scores Again
Thomas again kicked off as play
ball around the end for five yards
An incomplete pass Baker to
Ioanes fjave the ball to Bethany on
downs deep in her own territory
Sammon Scores
The boys from West Virginia
tried a series of line plunges and
end runs that netted them nothing
so they were forced to kick on the
fourth down The kick went only
thirty- two yards before it was re-
ceived by Kenyon Elliot slid off
tackle for a small gain and wa3
followed on the next play by Olin
who was thrown for a loss and
forced to kick It was a long punt
and Bethany upheld her end of the
deal by fumbling the kick with
Kenyon recovering
Olin picked up two yards through
center and then picked up one
over the goal line The try for
point was good Sammon doing
the kicking
The ball game went through the
last half with neither team scor-
ing but with making threats The
gun finally went off at the end
of the game with Kenyon the win-
ner by a score of 14 to 0 Thus
she remains undefeated and un-
scored on
Stellar Work By loanes
The game was marked by the
outstanding defensive work of
Ioanes who repeatedly shot
through to smear plays before
they could get started May dis-
tinguished himself at the guard
position while Olin shone in the
backfield Rooster Sammon was
the ball went over into Kenyons
possession at the end of the
quarter
With the ball again in the Pur-
ple possession a series of line
plays were tried gaining nothing
so Olin kicked to Bethany who im-
mediately kicked back Kenyon
again tried line plays with Olin
taking the ball but the gain was
small and Olin kicked to the Be-
thany twenty yard line Bethanys
ball and she obliged Kenyon by
fumbling a reverse play with Ken-
yon recovering Chubbuck took the
ball up to the line fumbled and
then recovered making it second
down and still ten to go Olin tried
a smash through center for one
yard after which Bethany took a
was resumed for the last half The
Green team tried a series of line
plays that brought no gain so they
showed their annoyance by fum-
bling Ioanes recovered the ball
but it still reiiiained in Bethanys
possession More line plays till Be-
thany was forced to kick the punt
going only fifteen yards Kenyon
took the ball and started a march
down the field but they were
stopped and Olin kicked to the Be-
thany sixteen yard line More line
Paradise Lunch
and
NEW TAP ROOM
under Hotel Curtis
g S
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1 w w SENSATIONAL 1937 SWING w PAINLESS EDUCATION WITH
PRE ATTHEHEUB6AJNV GOODMAN
AND HIS SWING BAND
with the famous
Goodman Trio and
Quartette
going to town
r
Assisted every week
by an all- star Holly-
wood cast including
STU ERWIN
RAYMOND HATTON
WILLIAM AUSTIN
v j tCarrying on the summercourse in Swing- ology astaught by that inimitable
master Benny Goodman
Try to keep your feet still
when the Goodman quar-
tette gets in the groove
rsr IVmm
Hear that educator of
educators Honest
Jack Oakie gag the
highlights ofcollege life
jSv iv
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Coojriht 1987 E J Eold Tobcco Cobot WntoD- SIm North CroltoDAY
at 930 pm
P ST over
E ST 830 pm C ST 730 pm M ST 630 pm
WABC and CoasttoC- oast Columbia Network
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
QCI A MATCHLESS BLENDof finer More Expensive Tobaccos
Turkish and Domestic
